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a prouvé que ceei n' était point Ie cas dans notre observation. Bien que 
rexamen expérimental ait montré parfois qu'une influence hypothalamique 
s'exe1'ce sur les mouvernents des globes oculaires, je c1'ois pourtant qu'il n'y 
a pas, dans ce cas, de raisons sufficantes à l'admission d'un rapport causal 
entre Ie procès hypothalamique et les anomalies eitées, d'autant plus qu'e ron 
n' a pu el1core établir avec certitude l' existence d'une conncxion entre les 
centres vestibulaires et cette partie de l' encéphale. Vu l' état actuel de nos 
connaissances relatives à cette conncxion, il me paraît plus juste de rap~ 
porter les ilnomalies des mouvemcnts du reg ard et l' appareil vestibulaire 
aux altérations mésodermales de l' entourage de l' aquéduc de Sylvius et 
les corpora quadrigemina. Bien qu'il n'y eut point iei de perte nerveuse, il 
reste possible que des troubles eirculatoires aient provoqué une diminutiol1 
de la fOl1ction. 

Résumé: Il y avait ici une encéphalite chronique de l'hypothalamus et 
des territoir es avoisinants, laquelle a causé Ie vaste syndrome clinique 
décrit au début de cet article. Les différents sympt6mes ont été vérifiés par 
l' examen pathologo~anatomique. L' importance de cette observation sera 
plus amplement exposée ailleurs, comparativement à neuf autre cas qui 
furent examinés sur des coupes en série. 
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Physics. -- Recovery and recrystallization viewed as pracesses af dissa~ 
lutian and mavement af dislocations. lIL By W. G. BURGERS. 
(Laboratorium voor Physische Scheikunde der Technische Hooge~ 
school, Delft.) (Communicated by Prof. J. M. BURGERS.) 

(Cammunicated at the meet;ng of April 26, 1.947.) 

HL Dissalution and movement of dislacations during heat treatment. 

HL 1. Displacements af atoms in the baundary lay.ers. 

Vve have now to consider what changes will take place in a deformed 
metal with a structure of the general type discussed in H, wh en subjected 
to heat treatment. Here again a pre:cise treatment is wholly impossible. We 
may best start from BRAGG's conoeption (21), mentioned in II, 5, according 
to which the deformed block structure is in a state of dynamic equilibrium, 
in whieh the system of boundary layers may be considered as a foam with 
a definite energy. As the temperature is raised, the mobility of the atoms 
increases and atomie displacements will take place so that the free energy 
of the structure diminishes. This, presumably, can best be realized by 
displacements of the atoms in the dislocated transition layers. Two 
processes can be discerned, (a) such displacements which diminish thc 
"tension" in the layers without displacing them as a whole and (b) 
displaccl11ents of the layers themsdves. This latter process would be most 
effective if the layers could be "pushed" alld "pulled" up to the boundaries 
of the test~pieoe, so that they would finally disappear, leaving in their 
"wak·e" au "ideal" single crystal. 

We sha11 consider these two types of displacement somewhat more in 
detail for the "simplified" block~structure, considered also when discussing 
the stability in deformed metals in H, 5, to knowa" two~dimensional" 18) 

block~aggregate with only positive and negative dislocations of "edge~type" 
in the transition layers separating the blocks. 

a. In transition layers containing dislocations of opposite sign, we 
have discerned between two types of pattern, represented in fig. 10 a 
and b: in a opposite dislocations have coinciding dir'ections of "easy 
mobility" (directions of slip), in b they lie on alternating lines. In the 
first case a mutual neutraHzation of pairs of adjoining dislocations s·eems 
possible. A similar process cannot be realized in b: here, however, a change 
in the stress acting parallel to the direction of "easy mobility" ov,er the 
whole pattern can displace the whole set of positive dislocations with 
regard to the set of negative dislocations, as discussed in II, 5. Both 

18) "Two--dimensionaJ' in thc scnse indicated in footnote 11), 
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processes entail no growth of one lattice biock at the expense of one of its 
neighbours. On the contrary, one may expect thc involvcd structural changes 
to be in general so smal!, that they are "invisible" by ordinary means of 

observation (cf. 1. 1). 
On the other hand the mutual neutralization of opposite dislocations 

causes anelimination of the stress regions of which they were the ceï1tres. 
The disappearance of these stress es wil! likewise be noticeable at larger 
distanc'es. Due to it, for ,example by a displacement of ,vhole sets of 
dislocations as occurring in the pattern of fig. lOb, a release of stress 
extending over a whole lattice block may be brought about 19). This relief 
of stress is directly visible in transparent crystals, like rocksalt, by means 
of observation in polariz'ed light (LASCHKAREW and ALJCHANIAN (47); 
BRILLIANTOW and OBREIMOW (48)). Also the decrease of the broadening 
of DEBYE-SCHERRER lines during annealing is for the greater part due 
to this process [(37). (38), (49)]. Final1y all physical and mechanical 
properties, whieh are influenced by the str'essed state of the transition 
layers and the blocks, will be affected. As most probably different properties 
depend on stress es of different period, it can be foreseen and is experi~ 
mentally observed that different properties recover in different temperature 
regions and with different rates (BURGERS (49); (1), § 72). On all these 
grounds it seems reasonable to indicate the process of dissolution of pa~:s 
of TAYLOR~dislocations of opposite sign ("DEHLlNGER-VERHAIWNGEN ) 
as the fundamental action of what "macroscopically" is called recovery. 
This conception shows a close analogy with the ideas developed by 
KORNFELD (2), DEHLJNGER and KOCHENDÖI~FER (3). (39) 2,0). 

b. We now consider transition layers containing only dislocations of 
one sign, or at least a surplus of them. The most simple type is that shown 
in fig. 4, where the boundary is built up of a series of equally spaced 
dislocations of thc same sign only. As already remarked while discussing 
fig. 1 and 5 in n, su eh a boundary necessarily separates lattice blecks 
diHering in orientation. This type of boundary can never be wholly 
removed by mutual dissolution of opposite disloeations. The transition 
reg ion can, howe\lier, be displaced as a whole by means of relatively small 
atomic displacements, as indicated by BRAGG (23) and already mentioned 
atthe end of n, 5. This occurrenc,e entails the enlargement of one luttice 
block at the expense of a neighbouring blode and is essentially a process 
of crystal grocvth. It sets in when the resultant stress acting on the series 
of dislocatiol1s parallel to the direction of "easy mobility" attains a definite 
value, this valll'e presumably depending, in the simp Ie case of fig. 4, on the 
density of succession of dislocations, that is on the angular separation of 

thc adjoining blocks. 

1 cl f 1"),, I lil t "1e ~, --"'" , '~_l'sl·D\.ations 19) As remarKe in ootnote' 0 , 1t IS a so pooS) e '0 assmc "U~ u, u , 

to be present inside the blocks. 
~O) As KORNFELD puts it, recovery "mollifies the 'Jlulè" between the bleeks. 
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In what follows we intend to discuss to what extent some of the 
characteristics of bath recovery and recrystallization can be understood 
with the help of these types of atomie displacement. Again we must limit 
our discussion to the "two~dimensional" structures considered so far. 

lIl. 2. Recovery considered as dae to matual neutralization of dis" 
locations of opposite sign. 

From the foregoing it is at once dear that recoViery can be realized at 
its best in cold~worked test~pieces, where the deformation has produced 
equal numbers of positive and negative dislocations, as arranged in patterns 
like those shown in fig. 10. Such arrangements may be produced most 
exdusivdy in sheared single crystals, where the presence of adjacent lattiee 
blocks with different or.ientations is limited to at its most very small regions 
["local curvatures" of glide~lamellae: see LEBBINK and BURGERS (34); 
BARRETT (51). p. 14)] 21). 

It may be expected that in such ddormed specimina the mayor part of 
the stl'esses can be diminated by neutralization of pairs of dislocations 
("V erhakungen") and by a relative displacement of sets of dislocations, 
as discussed under a) in the preceding section. It is therefore not surprising 
that, as mentioned in section J, I, precisely in deformed single crystals a 
far advanced r,ecovery without "visible" recrystallization has been r'ealized. 

With increasing inhomogeneity of the deformation process thepercentage 
of blocks in non~parallel positions will increase and the same holds for 
deformed polycrystalline rest~pj,eces, as a consequence of the hampering 
effect of the crystal boundaries on the glide~process. Here, therefore, 
"pure" r'ecovery can never do away with the whole stress system, produced 
by cold~working. Dissolution of pairs and displacements of whole sets of 
dislocations must finally be followed or accompanj.ed by a boundary
displacement, as discussed in lIl, 1 under b). That, therefore, pure recovery 
in such cases is only possible to a limited ex tent, is not surprising. 

Far less understandable is the experimental fact, shown in fig. 1, that 
annealing at different temperatures both in single~ and polycrystals gives 
rise to different "rest~values". It might be understood to same extent by 
making the plausible assumption, that the cold~worked test~piece contains 
groups of dislocations with different "neutralization~energies" Q for 
individual pairs. Then, even if these energies within each group remain 
constant during the annealing treatment, the whole course of the recovery 
might be conceived as composed of a superposition of e~curves of formula 
[4] in I, 1 with different ,exponents: dislocation-pairs for whieh the 
neutra1ization~energy is smallest, are eliminated at the lowest temperature 
alld af ter the shortest time of heating. With suitable values for these 

21) Their presence follows from "asterism" in Laue~photographs (BURGERS and 

LEBBINK) , and from ~.ray microscopie observations by a new method. cleveloped by 
BARRETT. 
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(',nergies a course as found experimentally might be realized. It seems, 
moreover, reasonable to suppose that this 'effect will be more pronounced if 
the cOl1siderations, developed by DEHLlNGER regarding the stability of 
linear groups of "Verhakungen" (see Il, 5). mi~ht be applied also ~o ~he 
corresponding two#dimensional arrangements. According to his quantJtatlve 
estimation, the energy required to dissolve a dislocation~pair deer,eases with 
decreasing "density" (that is number of pairs per cm, resp. cm2 ). This 
energy therefore becomes less and less in the course of the dissolution of 
the group, until finally, when the density has reached a critical value, the 
remaining group coHapses sudden!y and completely. It follows that the 
rate of removal of a given number of dislocation~pairs in the course of the 
annealing process depends on its distribution over the deformed test~piece. 
The more numerous in membership the groups of which it is built up, the 
more difficult will be its dissolution: not ol1Iy the ü1itial vaIue of the 
dissolutioll#energy in each group increases with its "siz'e", but a1so a 1arger 
fraction of the total number of dislocations must disappeal' before collapse 
of the rest will s'et in. It seems possible that such circumstances might favour 
a course of the recovery~isotherms as found experimentally 22). 

Leaving this question as &t stands, and assuming the occurrenee of 
"rest~values" as an experimental faet, it is perhaps easier to understand 
the occurrence, discussed in I, 2, of recovery~isotherms approaching rest~ 

values whieh lie "higher" for 1arg,er degrees of deformation. Reasoning 
a10ng the lines applied abov'e, this behaviour seems to f,jt in with the 
assumption that, taken as a whole, the density of dislocation~pairs, and 
thus the threshold~values of the energy required for their dissolution, 
increases with the degree of deformatian. 

We are weil aware that the foregoing considerations are highly 
speculative. They have only been given with the intention to bring forward 
same characteristic f.eatures of the recovery proeess, whïch, as far as known 
to us, have not been gJvcn mueh attention up to thc present 23). 

IB, 3. Recrystallizatian viewed as a process af displacement of 
transition~layers. 

We now turn to recrystallization proper and consider as its fundamental 
process the displacement of a boundary layer between non~parallel lattiee 

22) Thc picture imp lies that aftel' verg prcûonged hcat-treatment for all temperatures, 
where broadly speaking recovery is not yet accompanied by recrys~allization, th~ same 
end-value must be reached, only the time to attain this state bcing different for different 
temperatures. According to KOCHENOÖRFER (39) (p. 240), this is actually thc case. 
The occurrence of different approxtmately constant "re~t-values" for different temperatures 
remains, however, very remarkable. 

23) Part of these speculations were given in (1), § 76. Here it was moreover suggest~d 
that the observation of KORNFELO, also mentioned in !,2, of a Jarger rate of anneal lP

deformed single crystals as compared with polycrystals, might he "understood" on simili'lr 
graunds, but the speculations given are too vague to have value. 
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bloeks. Limiting our eonsiderations as befare to the simple transition layer 
shown in fig. 4, such a displac-ement ean only set in when this layer is 
subjected to a stress of sufficient size, acting in the direction of "easy 
mobility" of the layer (that is, in the case of fig. 4, in a horizontal 
direction ). It must be assumed that the required stress arises by a 
"redistribution" of the stress~system, existing in the cold~worked specimen, 
eaused by dissolution of a number of dislocation~pairs (recovery). This 
leads us to a conception of the nature of "nuclei of recrystallization" and 
of their "period of incubation", which is essentially that given as long ago 
as 1929 by DEHLlNGER (3), (50). The nuclei in this picture are Iattice~ 
blocks already present in the cold,'Worked state. The time of incubation is 
merely the time, elapsing from the beginning of the annealing process, until, 
by the preeeding recovery (dissolution of a sufficient number of disloeation~ 
pairs), the critical stress, necessary for mov,ement of the transition 1ayer, 
has been attained 24) . 

It seems natural to suppose that displacement of a transition~Iayer only 
occurs iE the "structural" conditions prevalent at both sides of the boundary 
are different. OnIy under sueh circulllstances the development of a resultant 
stress acting in one of the two possib1e directions of mobi1ity can be 
expeeted. Otherwise stress es will balanc-e each other and na uni~directional 
displacement is possible. This conclusion is eonfirmed by the behaviour of 
recrystallized copper or nickeI~iron sheet with so~called cuhe~texture: in 
such material, as is weIl known, by far the major part of all crystallites 
lil' with a scatt,ering of 5-100 with a cubic~plane and ~axis parallel to the 
plane and direction of rolling. On this and other grounds (for example 
etch~figures) one feds justified to assume that the foil consists of blocks 
in nearly parallel and "eqUivalent" positions with regard to their neigh~ 
hams, and may be considered as a "pseudo single crystal in 100~position" 
with an ",extreme" mosaic structure. IE such material is subjected to a 
prolonHed heating at for example 10000 or 11000 , one never observes (at 
least as far as we know) , that the structureis transformed into one "rea1" 
single crystaI of the same position: elimination of the boundaries between 
the nearly equivalent bloeks appears' to be impossible 25). 

H, as of ten oecurs (see (1), § 121), the annealing process gives rise to 
the formation of large crystals (by what is caUed "secundary recrystallizat~ 
ion" or "exaggerated graingrowth"), these new crystals possess always 
orientations which differ considerably from th'e 1 OO~orielltation. This means, 
in Our conception, that the findy grained material, besides the 1 OO~ 
crystallites, contains a small percentage of blocks with a different 

24) See, however, p. 727" 

25) This case thus represents an example of "capillary equilibrium" by the boundaries 
in the sense as meant by BENEDlCKS (44); d. also BRAGO (21), when discussing the 
stability of the domain structure, formed when order sets in in the aHoy CugAu. There, 
due to the existence of four equivalent super-lattice arrangements, a relatively stable state 
of dynamic equilibrium ean be realized. 
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orientation, which, in the course of the annealing process, obtained the 
faculty to grow at theexpense of the 1 OO~crystal1ites 26). 

From the foregoing it follows that a lattice~block, which can serve as 
nucleus for a new crystal, must be in a state of stress different from its 
neighbours. This condition would be satisfied by a bloek in a position like b 
in fig. H, which one can consider to lie at the "point of inflexion" of the 
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Fig. 11. Three adjaining lattice bloeks, which, taken together, ean be eonsidered to 
farm a "S-eul'ved" lattice regian. Bloek b in the "infIexionpoint" ean presumably function 

as a nucleus for recl'ystaJlization. 

lattice region a~b~c. In this block, which is the least curved and thus 
contains (or is surrounded by: compare footnote 13)) an equal number 
of dislocations of opposite sign, "true" recovery by dissolution of 
dislocation~pairs can eliminate a large part of the stress es it contains, so 
that displacement of the boundaries between this block and its neighbours 
a and c can set in. As b is least "ddormed", we shouldexpeet b to grow 
at the expenS'e of a and c: here again we are in agreement with DEHLlNGER' s 
conception of the most probable nudear spot 27) • 

26) It is not yet fuJly understood what factors govern the occurrenee of seeundary 
recrystaJlization in these and ather metals and neither what factors determine the orien
tations of the new crystals formed in this way. Prom the work of several investigators 
(for example GOOK. MAcCQ,UARlE and RICHA,RDS (52), CUSTERS and RAT!H!ENAU (53) 
and others (see (1), § 121)) definite orientation-relations, partly eonsisting of twin
positions, have been found. We are inelined to think that the phenomenon is related to 
that of "stimulated" erystalgrowth mentioned at the end of this paper. 

27) The problem how aetualJy nuclei for reerystalJization are formed, either in a way 
analogous to nucleus formation in vapour or solution by a 'favorable thermal fluctuation 
(in sueh case the time of nucleation represents something lïke thc time elapsing 
from the bcginning of the annealing before this Huctuation oecurs) or b,y the 
growth of lattice bloeks in favorable state of stress as represented in the foregoing, has 
not yet been solved and has given rise to much discussion and controversy. DEHLlNG\BR 
(3), ~ORNFELD (58) and the author are inclined to consider the seeond alternative more 
probable, ANDERSON and MaIL (10) the first one. To decide this question, the experimental 
data available, especially those relating to the dependenee of rate of nucleation and rate of 
growth on degree of deformation and temperature, must be critically analyzed. Also the 
influence of a recovery treatment of thc deformed test-piece, preceding the reerystalJization 
process, must be taken into account. Most of the data regarding these factors available 
up to 1940 have been critically considered by the aut:hor in (1) § 109; some later 
considerations are given in ANDERSON and MEHL's paper (10). The question cannot be 
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III, 4. Rate of growth of crystals. 

In the foregoing section the growth of one blo ek at the cost of an 
adjoining block was conceived as a displacement of a transitiol1 layer as a 
whoIe under the influence of a crtical stress, rather than as a process of 
individual jumps of atoms. lts rate of propagation probably depends on the 
size of potential barriers in a similar way as the propagation of a single 
disloeation along the glide plane in a crystal. As set forth by OROWAN (57), 
in this latter case the rate is given by a BOL TZMANN~formula if the average 
stress acting upon the dislocation is less than the stress necessary to set it 
into movement without the help of the thermal agitation; if, however, the 
average stress surpasses this critical value, it will attain a constant rate 
de~ermined by the energy dissipated to the surrounding lattice parts. 

As to the displacement of a whole transition layer, it seems natural to 
assume that the rate so obtained wiJl remain unchanged only, if the 
"structural characteristics" at both si des of the boundary do not change. 
These, however, generally change continuously in the course of the 
devoring of a lattice block, due to a continuous change in its orientation~ 
r'elations with re gard to adjoining lattice blocks. This will occur certainly 
when a lattice block has been whol1y devored by a growing bloek, as now 
by a "melting together" of both the moving and the new transition layers, 
completely different boundary structures (patterns of dislocations) are 
formed. These may beeither such that they require a smaller critical stress 
for displacement and thus facilitate the displacement, or, what se'ems 
perhaps more plausible, the new boundary requires a much larger stress 
a~d th~s brings the~isplacement practically to a stop. In that case only 
dIssolutIon of more aislocation pairs can start the process anew. In this 
picture the displacement of boundaries is thus conceiV'ed to proceed more 
or kss in a jumpy way from boundary to boundary, or from lattice block 
to lattice bloek. The final rate is determined by two component processes, 

regarded as resolved with any degree of eertainty. It is no use to put the suggestions 
given in this paper to the test with regard to the available data, as these suggesti.ons are 
vague and moreover the aetual structure of the transition layers is far more complicated 
than the simple type considered here. [Consider for example the influenee of a recovery 
treatment of the deformed test-piece before recrystalJization. On the basis of 0'ur 
considerations one might expect this to shoden the incubation period, as part of the 
necessary dissolution of disloeations ean take place during this preliminary process. On 
the other hand, on the basis of the "fluetuation-theory", one might sooner anticipate an 
extension of the incubation period, as recovery will cause a release of stress especially in 
the points of highest stress eoncentration, wh ere fluctuations will preferably occur. In 
reality, in most cases experiments point to an extension (KORNFELP and PAWUOW (54), 
MATHEWSON and COLl~INS (55), although thc opposite has apparently also been found 
(KORNFELD and SCHAiMARIN (56); see (1), § 103). - On thc other hand, the fad that in 
rolJed sheet the crystal orientations after recrystaJlization can be found or are in some way 
connected wUb thase in the eold-worked state of the specimen, is most easily understood 
on the assumption that the nuclei of the new crystalJites formed part of the cold-worked 
structure.] 
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one consisting of dissolution of dislocations in order to create after every 
step the stress required for further displacement, the other that of the 
displacement proper under influenüe of these stresses. That process whieh 
is the slower determines the final value of the rate of displacement 28). 

A jumpy displacement of the boundary of a growing crystal was actually 
observed in MÜLLER's experiments (11) on the recrystallization of rocksalt. 
It may be doubted, however, wh ether this fact may be regarded as 
confirming the conceptions given above, as the displacement during one 
jump could attain 20-30 Ik at 770° c., a displacement much larger than 
the average size assumed for a mosaie bloek. (According to MÜLLER, the 
jumps are due to the accumulation of foreign atoms in the transition layers, 
and the occasional "piercing" of these layers). 

Leaving this question as it stands, it would follow from these considerat~ 
ions, that a constant rate of growth of new crystals can only be attained 
when the growing nucleus has grown beyound the region of inhomogeneous 
deformation, where it is supposed to have started (see above fig. 11; this 
reg ion may be of (sub~) microscopie size) and has entered that part of the 
test~piece, where the deformation is (quasi) ~homogeneous. H, during th is 
first period, the total rate is slower than the fina! "constant" rate, the curve 
which gives the rate of growth as a function of time of heating, which is 
linear in a macroscopieally homogeneously deformed specimen, does not 

28) In this connection we may insert the following remark, to which I am indebted 
to Prof. MOTT. In ANDERSON and MEHL'S paper the rate of growth of a ncw crystal is 
given by anexpression 

G = B . e-QO/RT. (a) 
where B is a constant and 00 an activation energy. The num",rical value of B (whieh 
depends on the degree of deformation or the matrix) is or the order 1014_1016 cm per sec. 
Now we eonsider a transition boundary of 1 cm2 • If a is the atomie distanee, than the 
number of atoms in this surface is ~ 1/a2 • The number of these atoms, which undergo 

displacement by virtue of the activation energy °0 , wil! be or the orde\' 

V' l/a2 . e-QO/RT 

per second, where y represents the atomie frequency (which we may put to about 1012 ). 

Suppose further th at the displacement of every one of these atoms involves, by a kind 
of "ehain reaetion" (or gliding), a displacement or N atoms, that is growth over a volume 
of N. a3 emB, thus a displaeement for a surface of 1 em2 over N. a3 em, th en the 
displaeement of the boundary per second, that is the rate of growth of the recrystallization 
process, is given by 

G = N a 3 . V l/a2 . e-QO/RT = N va' e-QO/RT 

sa that from (a); 

B=Nv8. ((3) 

With B = 1015 cm/sec, a = 2 X 10-8 cm and y = 5 X 1012 seel , we find for IVan order 
or magnitude of 101°. This corresponds to a volume N. a3 = (0."1:[l)3, th at is about the 
size or a mosaie bloek, and the ab ave calculation might be considerecl in favour or the 
conception th at reer,ystallization proceeds in "steps" of one mosaic block at a time. (See, 
however, Addendum at the end of this paper.) 
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pass through the origin (see fig, 12): the "incubation period" thus found 
may be the sum of the "true" incubation period as defined in s,ection In, 3 
on p. 723 and the "period of invisible growth" during the consumptian of 
the inhomogeneously deformed region around the nucleus. This coneeption 
approaches those of MÜLLER (11) and of KORNFELD (58) (sec (1). § 109). 
The constant rate itself presumably depends inthe first place on the mutual 
orientation of growing and disappearing bleek. In fact, it seems natural te 

Fig. 12. Constant rate of grm,vth of crystals, formed by reerystallization, in polycristalline 
aluminium wire (aftel' KORNFELD and PAWLOW (54)). Degree of deformation 3%. 

Temperature or anneal 1500 C. 

assume that the critical stress, required for displacement of the boundary 
layer, depènds on lts "structure", far example in the simp Ie case of fig, 4, 
on the density of the disloeation~series, that is on the erientation between 
the two lattice blocks 29). 

The influence of a difference of orientation of neighbouring blocks upon 
the rate of displacement of the common boundary can be clearly demon~ 
strated in recrystallizationexperiments with slightly deformed single 

29) In this simple case one might perhaps expect this stress to be larger for largel' 
deviation [at least as long as the difference in orientation increases and does not, as a 
consequence of symmetry relations, beCOlnes kss pronouneed again (see footnote 12) 1, as 
displacement of a "bounclary" in an ideal Iattice (wUh density of dislocation zera) may 

be said to require no force at all. 
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crystals: here new grains often show more or less straight boundaries, 
parallel to certaindirections. Fig. 13 gives a striking example, it shows the 
progressive growth of a new crystal in the unicrystalline matrix parallel 
to a definite direction. Other examples are given in experiments by 
KORNFELD and RVBALKO (59), also with aluminium, where the new crystals 
are of lozengeshape 30). 

In a different way the same result is confirmed by recrystallization of 
polycrystalline material. IE such material has no preferential orientation, 
the new grains have approximately a circular appearance (fig. Ha), 
showing that the average rate of growth is the same in all directions, so 
that individual differences, which may be expected due to the different 
orientation between growing crystal and disappearing crystallites (sec 
fig. 15) areeffaced. That, however, such individual differences are actually 

Fig. 15. Schematic representation of the growth of a large crystal at the cost of smal! 
surrounding crystals. Growth may proceed "from below" (at a) or "sideways" (at b). 
Due to differences in mutual orientation, differences in ra te of consumption of individual 

grains are to be expected. 

present is deal' when the mother~material is rather coarsely~grained: the 
corrugated character of the boundaries of the new grains, as shown in 
fig. l1b, is due to this effect. On the basis of this "effacing~effect", one 
might expect that new crystals, formed in homogeneously ddormed finely 
grained material (without any preferential orientation) all show the same 
rate of growth, this rate being the mean value of the rat es betwecn the 
growing crystaI and the surrounding individual crystallites, which are being 
devored 31). 

Direct determinations of the growth of crystals under such circumstances 
in various metals by KARNOP and SACHS (60) and by KORNFELD and 

30) The exact nature of thc diredions of preferential growth have still to be found as 
determinations of various authors gave no corresponding results (see fig. 13). According 
to KORNFELD and RVBALKO they are related to octahcdral planes, which would not seem 
surprising. Further work on this question is necessary. 

31) Moreover, the rale can be averaged still more due to the possibility (see fig. 15) 
that the growing crystal approaches the small crystaIlites not .. directly" but via all 

adjoining crystaIIite. 

W. G. BUIWEPS: Recovery and recrystallization viewed as processes ot 
dissolution and movement ot dislocations. 

Fig. 13. Directional growth of new crystal (E) in a stretched single crystal (A) of 
aluminium. The boundary is indicated aftel' 15 anel 25 minutes of heating at 600 0 C. 
Thc ra te of displacement in a direction perpendicular to th~ oblique boundary was zero. 
This boundary was parallel to tbe tra ce of a lll-plane of the growing crystal (not of the 

Fig. 16. Aluminium plates at ap
proximately natural sL;e, showing 
large erystals, formed by recrystal
lization of finegl'8ined mate rial. Thc 
prcsence of pear-shaped erystals, 
insidc largel' surrounding crystals, iD 
l!UC to the smaller rate of growth ot 
the former with re gard to the latter: 
Tbc ratio is given by tbe eosine of 
half thc angle at the pointed and of 

tbe enclosed crystal. 

l110thererystal "). Na:. sizc. 

Fig. 14. Forl11ation of circular crystals 
in quasi-isotropic, finegrained aluminium 
sheet, which has been subjeeted to a 
(l11acroseopically) homogeneous stretch
ing of a few percent. Thc mean rate of 
growth is equal in all directions. 
a. original material finegrained: smooth 

boundaries. 
b. original material somewhat eoarser 

than a): corrugated boundaries, due 
to differences in the rate of consumpt
ion of individual crystaIIites (compare 
fig. 15). Nat. size. 

----~---- ~ 

*) The contrary was founel in KORNFELD and RV8ALKO's experiments, mentioned 

in the text. 
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co~workers (54) (61) carried out by measuring thc diameter of the crystaIs 
as a function of time of heating (see example in fig. 12), are not sufficiently 
accurate for this purpose: the difference in inclination of the lines of growth 
can easily be due to the impossibility to measure the size of the crystals 
with sufficient precision. 

UI, 5. Occurrence of crystals with different rates of grawth. 

lndirectly, however, the presence of éonsiderable differences follows 
from an analysis of the form of the boundaries of the new crystals in 
recrystallized aluminium plates, as done first by SANDEE (62), and after~ 
wards by BURGERS and MAY (63). Considering the problem as "two~ 
dimensional" and assuming a constant rate of growth in all direetions, 
SANDEE showed that special types of boundaries and especially the 
pres en ce of pear~shaped crystals within larger surrounding crystals 
(examples are given in fig. 16) can only be explained by assuming a 
constant ratio between the rares of growth of both crystals during the 
whole course of their growth. Prom the analysis it follows that this ratio 
is given by the eosine of half the angle at the pointed end of the enclosed 
crystal. As angles of up to 80° oecur, the ratio ean assume values up to 
ab out % : 1. 

The occurrenee of these differences in rate of growth between various 
crystals growing at theexpense of the same matrix may mean that the 
"eHacing~eHeet", diseussed in the foregoing section, is not so completely 
realizred as we expected there, sa that crystals with different orientations 
have still different rates of growth. Sa far, however, we have not succeed'ed 
in finding a definite relation between crystal~orientation and rate of growth. 
This suggests the possibility that the observed differences find their origin 
in the internal state of the growing crystals themse!ves. In view of the 
mechanism of growth discussed above, this would lead to the hypothesis 
that besides the bloek structure of the disappearing crystallites also that of 
the growing crystal has an influence on the growing process. It is not easy 
to understand in what way this might be possible. It might imply that 
some imperfection, created in the very beginning of the growth, would 
en force itself upon the whole future crystal. A schematic picture as given 
in fig. 17 (which is given by TAYLOR (46) in another connection) might 
be suggestive here: suppose two blocks are growing while including a sma11 
angle, then perhaps each time the gap between them attains one atomie 
distance, a break in the growth process may oecur, .which influences its 
finaI rate. Toexplain the difference in rate of growth encountered with 
different crystals, it would moreover be necessary to assume that different 
crystals are characterized by different "imperfections". Considering the 
findings of DEHLlNGER and GISEN (19), mentioned in U, 1, as to the 
presence of diHerences between aluminium crystaIs grown by recrystaIli~ 
zation and from the melt, this possibility need not be rejected a priori. 
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For recrystallization~crystals, it must be kept in mind that they start from 
nuclei which certainly are in different states of stress with regard to their 
immediate surroundings. 

For the moment, in absence of further experimental work, this question 
must be left as it stands. Perhaps it will be possible by applying special 
methads of x~ray research (for example Mrs. LONSDALE'S "divergent beam" 
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Fig. 17. Boundary of two crystals at slightly different orientations, 
showing boundaries of separate crystalblocks anel a regular repetition 
of "surface of misfit" (af ter TAYLOR (46)). The figure is given 
here as an eneleavour to understand the repetition, in a growing 

crystal, of a deHnite imperfection . 

method (64) or BARRETT'S "x~ray microscope" (51)) to get same further 
experimental evidence regarding the presence or absence of differences in 
masaic character of different crystaIs 32). 

:12) Perhaps recrystallization of silverhalide crystals ean al80 be of help while 
investigating this problem. Preliminary experiments by BURGERS and TAN KOEN NIOK 
(65) have shown that sueh crystals, af ter irradiation with ultraviolet light, show an 

optical "etching effect" .parallel to cube-planes, which seem to form an indication of the 
presenee of a mosaic structure with blocks paraIIel to these planes. Differences might be 
found in this "opticaI" way between various crystals. [In (65) it was suggested that 
the diffuse banels on Laue-photographs of these crystals was partly due to this supposed 
mosaic character. Further work has shown, however, that the bands are of thermal nature, 
similar to those found for other crystals by PREiS'TON (66), LONSDALE and SMITJ-I (67, 
GVINIER (68), KRONING and ARUMAN (69) and others.] I 

(Ta be eoncluded.) 

Addendum (June 1947). 

With regard to the rem ark in footnote 28), Mr. F. R. N. NABA,RRO drew my attention 
to the fa ct th at measurements of rales of growth by other investigators [KORNFELD and 
PAWLOW (9) with aluminium; MÜLLER (11) with rocksalt] lead with tbe same reasoning 
to much smaller vallles of tbe number of atoms (N), inVdlved in a "chain of jumps". 
In this connection it might be remarked tbat the mosaic cbaracter of a crystal, even of 
the same substance, ma,y be largely dependant on its mode of formation or on its degree 
of purity: cf. section II, 1. The question, however, may be raisecl whether the introduction 
of a quantity N, as done in footnote 28), ean be maintained. 

Mathematics. - Einige Anwendungen des Dualitätsprinzips in topolo~ 
gischen Strukturen. By J. RIDDER. (Communicated by Prof. W. VAN 
DER WOUDE.) 

(Comml1nicateel at the meeting of May 31, 1947.) 

I. Charaktcrisierung des offenen Kernes durch cin einziges l\.xiom. 

§ 1 1). Wir betrachten eine BOOLEsche Algebra S, definiert durch die 
nachfolgenden Axiome 1 °_7°; ihre Elemente wollen wir Somen nennen. 

Axiom 1°, a) a ca; fJ) aus aC bund b cc folgt ace . 

Definition. a = b, falls a C b und b C a . 

Definition, Ein Soma IJ a, wird Produkt der zu del' Klasse /( ge~ 
a,€K 

hörenden Somen (a.) genannt, fa1ls: a) IJ a, jedes a,; fJ) aus b ca, 
a,€K 

für jedes a, E: J( folgt b c IJ a, . 
a,EK 

Axiom 20
, Für jedes Somenpaar a, b gibt es ein Produkt ab. 

Definition. Ein Soma 2: a, wird Summe der zu einer Klasse J( ge~ 
a,€K 

hörenden Samen (a,) genannt, faBs: a) jedes a, c JE a,; fJ) aus a, C b 

für jedes a, € K folgt 2: a, C b. 
a, E: K 

a, € J( 

Axiom 3°, Für jedes Samenpaar a, b gibt es eine Summe a + b. 

Axiom 4°. Es gibt ein ldeinstes (leeres) Soma 0; das so11 heissen: 
OCEl für jedes a € S. 

Axiom 5°, Es gibt ein grösstes Soma 1; das solI heissen: EI C 1 für 
jedes a € S. 

Axiom 6°. ae + be = (a + b)e. 

Axiom 7°, Zu jedem Paar von Samen a, b, mit a C b, gibt es cin Soma 
b-a derart, dass a + (b-a) = b und a· (b -- a) = 0 ist. 

Defi:nitioll. Das Komplement von EI, a', sei das Soma 1 - a. 

§ 2 1). Jedem Soma a € S seien in eindeutiger VVeise zugeordnet das 
Soma ä, die abgesehlossene Hülle van EI, und EI, der oftene J(em von a; 
zwischen diesen solI folgender Zusammenhang bestehcn: 

~ = (ii')', ader a = (aj' (1) 

1) Siehe J. RIDDER, Verhand. Ned. Akad. v. Wetenseh., Amsterdam, Sekt. 1, 18, Nr 4 
( 1914), 43 Seiten. 




